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Transitions XTRActive lenses are the darkest everyday lenses ever.
They darken even inside the car*, fading back indoors.
 TRA dark outdoors even in hot temperatures
X
(up to category 3)
 TRA activation in the car with new innovative photochromic technology
X
(up to category 2)

XTRA
comfort in all light conditions
(the slight tint indoors enhances customers’ comfort all day long)

Crizal® Transitions® XTRActiveTM lenses in a few words

Transitions
Xtractive lenses
are new everyday
adaptive lenses,
that go extra
dark outdoors.

They go extra
dark in sunny
conditions and
also darken
inside the car,
to offer superior
visual comfort.

As all Transitions
lenses, Transitions
Xtractive protect
your eyes,
blocking 100%
UV rays, 100%
of the time.

Combine them
with Crizal for
the best enduring
clarity of vision
and better fade
back time.

*D
 arkening of Transitions XTRActive lenses behind a windscreen
of a car is influenced by several factors including shape and inclination
of the windscreen, windscreen transmission, driver position, lateral windows.

XTRA choice for XTRA customers

Transitions and the swirl are registered trademarks and XTRActive is a trademark of Transitions Optical, Inc.
Photochromic performance is influenced by temperature, UV exposure and lens material.

 ransitions XTRActive lenses are ideal for dynamic, active, and modern customers who tend
T
to have professional or leisure activities outdoors and spend time driving.

Transitions VI lenses

Transitions XTRActive lenses

Clear indoors

 ery dark outdoors
V
(80% tint at 35°C)

Darken outdoors

 ctivate moderately inside car
A
(up to 50% at 27°C)

Fastest fade back

Light tint indoors

Reduce glare

Reduce glare

Block 100% of UV rays

Block 100% of UV rays

Available in grey & brown

Available in grey

With

With

Higher clarity indoors

Higher clarity indoors

Better fade back time

Better fade back time

Superior resistance

Superior resistance

to scratches, dirt, dust
and smudges

Product availability

to scratches, dirt, dust
and smudges

International standards of performance:
Category as per ISO 8980-3 Cat. 0 Non Activated, Cat.3 Activated

Part number 557-02-106

Product Type

Orma 1.5

Coatings

Traffic signal recognition as per ISO 14889
Suitable for night driving per ISO 14889

Single Vision Rx

✔

Varilux Comfort
New Edition

Supra


Block
100% UVA and UVB radiation
per ISO 8980-3 / per ANSI Z80.3 / per EN 1836

✔

Crizal Easy


Impact
resistant as per US FDA Impact Resistant
Regulation 21 CFR 801.410

Varilux Comfort
New Edition Short

✔

Crizal Alizé+
Crizal Forte
Recommended with

Impact resistant as per ISO 14889 Section 5.2

